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The Asheville community recognizes that the Hendersonville Road corridor
means more to the region than just a commuter route. Within its five-mile
length, the corridor provides mobility options and access to residential
neighborhoods, Blue Ridge Parkway and surrounding communities that
rely on transit service, walking and biking. It also is an incubator for a mix
of development, from light industrial to commercial activity. The recommendations for retrofitting this important corridor can be realized over
time. However, not all improvements need to be made at the same time.
The following chapter discusses the costs associated with the recommendations outlined in Chapter 6 as well as phased improvements.
At the outset of the project, we understood that a total redesign or widening of the corridor would have significant impact to right of way (ROW),
utilities, and potential properties. Therefore, the approach of the Advisory
Committee was to avoid or limit ROW takings and impacts to utilities by
staying within the curb wherever possible. The result is a corridor redesign
that can be implemented through a series of steps. Again, not all steps
have to be initiated at the same time. The following describes the cost,
phasing and implementation strategies for reconstructing Hendersonville
Road into an economically vibrant and active transformative gateway for
the Asheville community.
Local and regional partners will have to collaborate if a successful
outcome is to be realized. This effort is made easier by describing a series
of defined steps, or action items, to move the process forward. In addition,
defining the cost and potential funding mechanisms will allow a framework
or “blueprint” for implementation. One of the key objectives to the project
was to develop cost-effective recommendations (at a variety of scales)
that set the stage for additional improvements to Hendersonville Road in
the future. Projects should focus on public spending that yields a return
on investment from the private sector. The quality of private investment in
both design and community amenities will have a profound impact on the
attractiveness of the area, and successful and sustainable development
will come only through a cooperative effort between public and private
ventures.
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Phasing Plan
The following table provides a breakdown of the
construction costs associated with Hendersonville
Road from Rock Hill Road to Airport Road. These
include items related to Complete Streets, landscaping,
signal improvements, sidewalks, Sidepath, new pavement, lighting, curb and gutter, traffic control, etc. The
opinion of probable construction cost for transforming
Hendersonville Road with transportation improvements
is approximately $22.7 million.
To ensure the constructability of the concept design,
the project team, along with the Land of Sky MPO,
City of Asheville and the Advisory Committee worked
together to break down the corridor design into manageable projects. By separating this 5.4-mile corridor

into sections, it can be constructed on a prioritized
timetable that is adapted to the needs of the corridor,
the business community, residents, and users of
the corridor. The corridor is divided into the three
segments, reflecting “stand-alone” projects for each
section. Table 7.1 details the following segments.
1. Northern Section
Rock Hill Road to Peachtree Road | 1.4 miles
2. Central Section
Peachtree Road to Long Shoals Road | 2.1 miles
3. Southern Section
Long Shoals Road to Airport Road | 1.9 miles

Hendersonville Road Project Descriptions
Segment

Description

Length (mi)

Northern
Section

Construct planted medians with “roll curb”; Install a Hybrid Beacon/HAWK
signal at Eastwood Road; Install separated 10’ sidepath on west side of
street with monolithic curbing and planting strip; install ADA ramps; convert
Ridgefield Place intersection, Blue Ridge Parkway ramps to right-in/right-out
by installing planted median; high visibility crosswalks, Audible Pedestrian
Signals (ADP), and pedestrian countdowns at Rock Hill Road, Eastwood Road,
Carolina Day School entrance and Deerlake Drive; install either brick paved or
stamped concrete crosswalks, and mast-arm signals at Rock Hill Road; install
streetscape improvements including pedestrian scale lighting, community
banners, and canopy street trees.

1.4

Central Section

Construct planted medians with “roll curb”; install a Hybrid Beacon/HAWK
signal at Summit Avenue; install separated 10’ sidepath on west side of street
with monolithic curbing and planting strip; install ADA ramps; convert Golds
Gym/Publix entrance and Racquet Club Road intersection to right-in/right-out by
installing planted median; high visibility crosswalks, Audible Pedestrian Signals
(ADP), and pedestrian countdowns at Lambeth Drive, Peachtree Road, Racquet
Club Road, Turtle Creek Drive, Overlook Road, Gerber Road, Mills Gap Road and
Walden Ridge Drive; install either brick paved or stamped concrete crosswalks
with mast-arm signals or a two-lane roundabout at Lambeth Drive; Overlook
Road (oval), and Davis Grey Drive; install streetscape improvements including
pedestrian scale lighting, community banners, and canopy street trees.

2.1

Southern
Section

Construct planted medians with “roll curb”; install a Hybrid Beacon/HAWK
signal at Arden Presbyterian Church, Sycamore Drive; install separated 10’ sidepath on west side of street with monolithic curbing and planting strip; install
ADA ramps; high visibility crosswalks, Audible Pedestrian Signals (ADP), and
pedestrian countdowns at Linamar industrial entrance, Haywood Road, Glenn
Bridge Road, Buck Shoals Road and Airport Road; install two-lane roundabout at
Haywood Road, or brick paved or stamped concrete crosswalks with mast-arm
signals. Install streetscape improvements including pedestrian scale lighting,
community banners, and canopy street trees.

2.4

Rock Hill Road to
Peachtree Road

Peachtree Road to
Long Shoals Road

Long Shoals Road
to Airport Road

Table 7.1: Hendersonville Road Project Descriptions
Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Estimated Construction Costs
As the project segments were identified, project quantities
were developed based on the Design Concepts using CAD
design software, depicted in Table 7.2 below. In turn, construction costs estimates were calculated using NCDOT
standard unit costs values. Right-of-way acquisition costs
were not included, as they are not expected to be significant.
Finally, a 10% design fee and 30% contingency were included
in the cost assumptions. These estimates are for 2020 costs
and subject to change over time and with industry.

Hendersonville Road Estimated Construction Costs Summary
Segment/Extent
Northern Section
Rock Hill Road to Peachtree Road
Central Section
Peachtree Road to Long Shoals Road
Southern Section
Long Shoals Road to Airport Road

Project Design Fee (Est.)

Project Construction
Cost (Est.)

$373,738

$3,239,064

$1,272,906

$11,031,848

$703,621

$6,098,045

Total (Design Fee + Construction Cost)

$22,719,222

Hendersonville Road Estimated Costs for Key Elements
Rock Hill Road to
Peachtree Road
Multiuse Path
Pedestrian Lighting
Grassed Medians
Roundabouts
Retaining Wall
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Peachtree Road to Long
Shoals Road

Long Shoals Road to
Airport Road

$1,822,128

$2,733,192

$2,472,888.00

$243,461

$365,191

$330,411.09

$521,362.00

$588,468.00

$655,574.00

-

$7,612,500

$2,537,500.00

$330,600

-

-
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Top Five in Five
To initiate the implementation process, five
projects (transportation, multimodal, and
development) have been identified that should
be implemented over the next 5 years.

1

Install a
planted median
from Blue Ridge
Parkway to Long
Shoals Road.

2

3

Build two-lane
roundabouts
at Haywood
Road &
Lambeth Drive.

Build a 10-foot
sidepath from
Rock Hill Road to
the Walmart
Supercenter.

4

5

Make streetscape
improvements
from Lambeth
Drive to Davis
Grey Drive.

Provide
financial
incentives to
businesses &
developers to
reinvest along
Hendersonville
Road.

PUBLIX
Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Recommendations
Delineated as one of the growth areas of the City, the
Hendersonville Road corridor is intended to be an area of
redevelopment to accommodate additional housing, retail,
services, and some employment without exacerbating the
current transportation issues. The transformation of the
corridor in accordance with the vision, as described in Living
Asheville: A Comprehensive Plan for Our Future (“Living
Asheville”), will be market driven and will likely occur incrementally over many years. It will require collaboration with
private property owners and developers.
The City will have to take steps to initiate and facilitate
change. But simply granting permission to increase density
and expand the range of uses through amendments to zoning
may not expedite the investment desired. A combination
of tools, including policy/regulatory changes and funding
incentives through public-private partnership that help offset
redevelopment costs, must be employed.

General Policy Measures
Implement a financial incentives program. Local investments
usually attract local businesses that are sustainable over
time. Providing tax incentives and facade grant programs
may be a catalyst to encourage businesses to relocate to or
stay within the corridor.
Create higher density housing options in the area around the
Urban and Town Centers to encourage walkability. Walkability
is less likely to result where residential density is low. Zoning
changes should increase mixed-use development, thereby
increasing residential density and those who would walk.
Require plantings and landscaping maintenance for all new
development fronting the Hendersonville Road corridor by
updating relevant city development ordinances.
Adopt a Gateway Overlay District for the Hendersonville
Road corridor in support of Asheville’s Complete Streets
Policy to help guide quality design and support safe mobility
for ALL users.
Limitations on the number of driveways is crucial to orienting
streets to pedestrian and non-motorized mobility, maintaining
continuity of streetscaping and reducing vehicular conflicts
and crashes. Shared driveways for complimentary uses
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General Policy Measures
Implement a financial incentives program
to encourage reinvestment
Create higher density housing options
around the Urban and Town Centers
Require plantings and landscaping
maintenance for all new development
fronting Hendersonville Road
Adopt a Gateway Overlay District for
Hendersonville Road corridor
Limit the number of driveways
Incentivize green infrastructure
Amend the Official Zoning Map
Promote the Transformation
Amend the
Unified Development Ordinance

should be highly encouraged.
Incentivize green infrastructure. Writing new
policies that include development incentives for
incorporating green infrastructure in site plans
should be supported. Incentivizing stormwater
regulation and infrastructure encourages developers to creatively address on-site management.
In exchange for improvements, the standards
and requirements of which must be determined
by the City for rewards, can include benefits
like zoning upgrades, expedited permitting, and
reduced stormwater requirements.
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Amend the Official Zoning Map
To reflect the land use areas depicted in the
comprehensive plan, amend the City’s Official Zoning
Map.
Support rezoning requests. As redevelopment and
infill occurs, consider the recommended districts in the
comprehensive plan for the corresponding land use
category on the Future Land Use Map.
Rezone of key parcels. Identify parcels that could be

strategically rezoned to influence private investment
decisions. For example, the comprehensive plan
depicts a “Town Center” designation in the area
between Overlook Road and Mills Gap Road. As a
way of expediting change, the City could initiate a
rezoning from Commercial Industrial (CI) to one of
the recommended districts* to expand the mix of land
uses at a level of intensity that is consistent with the
adopted plan.

Amend the Unified
Development Ordinance
Consistent with the development concepts for the
transit-supportive corridors presented in Book 3, p. 312,
of Living Asheville as well as the Concept Designs on p.
84 of the Corridor Recommendations section, amend
the UDO to include standards that reflect the design
intent. Each standard should address one or more of
the four design objectives: access management, safety,
connectivity, and placemaking. Paired with incentives
also recommended herein, such regulations should be
more palatable.

NEIGHBORHOOD

X

TRANSITION

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*

X

Facade articulation

X

Enhanced
Streetscape

X

Transit Facilities

X

Enhanced Bicycle
Facilities

X

Sidewalk
Connections

Shared-Use Path
(10+ feet)

X

Sidepath

Wide Sidewalks (5+
feet)

X

Crosswalks at
Entrances

URBAN

Cross-Access
Easements

Standards
Shared Driveways

Context

Adopt a Gateway Overlay District for the corridor
and, within it, establish development tiers to which
specific sets of design standards apply (see table
below). More—and more stringent—regulations should
apply to the highest tiers. Tiers should correspond
to the corridor context zones: Urban, Neighborhood,
and Transition. To ensure key destinations in the
corridor function as intended, special attention should
be given to the design standards for three of the
categories depicted on the Future Land Use Map in the
comprehensive Plan: Town Center, Urban Center, and
Urban Corridor. All three are in the Urban context.

X

*If need is determined by the Asheville Transit Authority

Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Amend the Unified Development
Ordinance (cont’d)
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Consider conditions under which new standards are
required with redevelopment and expansion projects.
With some modifications, the provisions in UDO Section
7-5-9 for development and additions/expansions in
Downtown Asheville could apply here.

ART. VIII, General Use & Expansion Districts
Address improvements required based on the zoning district:
 Building location and orientation: Modify setback standards and parking location requirements to align
with placemaking principles defined for Town Center and Urban Center land use categories.
 Open space: increase minimum area required for urban and suburban open space amenities and
strengthen the standards for location, access, and design to achieve placemaking objectives.

ART. XI, Development & Design Standards
Consider standards that accomplish the proposed
improvements herein, which could be the developers’
responsibilities regardless of zoning district.
 Access and circulation (UDO Section 7-11-2):
— Driveway consolidation: encourage use of
shared access points.
— Cross-access and driveway easements:
Require non-residential and multifamily
development to provide cross-access and
driveway easements to reduce traffic.
— Parallel local street network (including private
streets): Construct driveways in cross-access
easements to meet minimum street design
standards and located to facilitate the
creation of a parallel local street over time.
Street segments should extend to property
lines to ensure segments can be connected.
 Shared parking (UDO Section 7-11-2):
encourage the use of the shared parking option.
 Enhanced bicycle and pedestrian facilities
(UDO Sections 7-11-2 & 7-11-8): Refer to the
Typical Complete Streets Bicycle and Pedestrian
Treatments table on page 72.
— Sidewalks and sidewalk connections: Require
110

sidewalks at least 5 feet in width along
public and private streets as well as paved
connections (min. 5’) to internal pedestrian
circulation systems.
— Shared use paths: require provision of a
10-foot-wide shared use path on public
streets.
— Crosswalks at entrances – Add a provision to
require crosswalks, demarcated with colors
and textures, at development entrances in
addition to ramps and other pedestrian facility
enhancements.
 Transit facilities: Require provision of an on-site
bus stop and shelter, if need, location and
configuration is determined by the Asheville
Transit Authority.
 Enhanced streetscape (UDO Section 7-11-3):
supplemental landscaping and urban open
space amenities (in addition to the 5% already
required) should be provided to improve
pedestrian safety and comfort, and enhance the
development edge visible from Hendersonville
Road.
 Façade articulation: for building facades facing
public street(s).
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Promote the Transformation
Through educational efforts, promote the proposed
transformation of the corridor. Utilize online tools
(website and social media) as well as printed materials
to directly communicate with stakeholders, particularly
private property owners and developers, to accomplish
the following:

Raise awareness.
Communicate the vision articulated in the adopted
plan. Disseminate information about related regulatory
changes that create a path forward. Unfamiliar with
removal of regulatory barriers, some property owners
may be unwilling to consider investing in the properties
they own. Finally, publicize incentives. Utilize the city’s
Business Toolkit and other conduits to make property
and business owners aware of resources, development
programs, and applicable incentive programs. Share
examples of potential cost reductions when developing
a site in accordance with criteria established for the
incentive programs.

Garner support.
Convey the likely benefits of implementing the
proposed changes as outlined. By sharing data about
the positive impacts of similar transformations in other
commercial corridors in Asheville and comparable
cities, property owners and investors are more likely to
get behind an initiative to transform the corridor.

Inform property owners.
Inform all commercial property owners about current
market conditions and potential impacts on enhanced
investment.

Encourage partnerships.
Change can be fueled in part by creating inventory.
Target owners of properties that are identified on
the Development Opportunities Map as having high
potential for redevelopment. The opportunities created
with policy and regulatory changes could make sites
more marketable for redevelopment and inspire current
owners to consider selling properties to or partnering
with developers interested in redevelopment of sites for
land uses and densities that align with the vision.

Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Financing & Incentives
To move this important initiative forward, it is understood that dedicated funding will have to be secured.
However, it may be too optimistic to think that one
finding source will cover the entire cost of implementation. Considering the magnitude of the project (5
miles), a more realistic approach may be to identify
a few select funding sources that include local and
private revenues to leverage State and federal funding
programs. The following are several funding sources
to help with moving this effort ahead.

Land of Sky Metropolitan Planning Organization
Regional Government Funding

The MPO administers the State Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP), and Surface
Transportation Block Grant Program (STBGP) which
was formerly the Surface Transportation Program
(STP). The funds for these programs come from the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and are used on
roadway projects that have been submitted to and
ranked by the MPO staff. The TIP process is updated
every two to three years by the MPO. Once considered
and approved by the Policy Committee, the funds are
committed for project implementation.
http://frenchbroadrivermpo.org/tip/
The Transportation Alternatives (TA) Set-Aside
program is designed to help expand transportation
choices and enhance the transportation experience.
Federal regulations define categories of eligible
activities encompassing a variety of smaller-scale
transportation projects such as pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, recreational trails, safe routes to
school projects, community improvements such as
historic preservation and vegetation management, and
environmental mitigation related to storm water and
habitat connectivity.
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North Carolina Department of Transportation
State & Federal Government Funding

State and Federal Funding are often administered
together, with the federal government releasing funds
to each state based on need and availability. Statewide
roadway improvement funds are allocated through
the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)
which is federally required and covers a six-year period.
STIP lists all projects that candidates for federal-aid
and regionally significant projects that are not using
federal dollars.
NCDOT also manages several grant programs through
the Highways Safety Improvement Program. These
programs include Hot Spot Safety, Hazard Elimination,
and others. These funds, along with local division
discretionary funds, can be used to fix problematic
intersections, interchanges or small corridor segments
that are experiencing safety issues:






Hazard Elimination Project
Safe Routes to Schools
Watch for Me NC
Spot Safety

More information on each of these projects can be
found on the Connect NCDOT website.
BUILD Grant funding, which comes from the US
Department of Transportation, may also be used for
projects like this Plan. Multimodal projects meeting
eligibility requirements can receive funding directly
from the federal government, rather than competing
with statewide projects for through the strategic
prioritization process. BUILD-funded projects must
meet strict deadlines for completion.

Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Public-Private Partnerships

Innovative Transportation Financing
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Public-Private Partnerships are designed to accomplish a combination of goals related to economic and
community development efforts, some of which have
been identified in this plan. Public funds must only be
made available to those projects determined otherwise
unfeasible or unachievable “but for” the combined
efforts of public and private participation.

Funding assistance.
Improvements to be made by private property owners
and developers can be more easily accomplished
with funding assistance from the City. The City should
offer funding assistance to those property owners
willing to upgrade sites in accordance with the new
requirements (per the amended UDO). This tool may
be most attractive to those considering investments
in redevelopment projects in the corridor to increase
the feasibility of such projects. However, any property
owner interested in participating in the transformation
should be considered eligible for assistance when
making improvements that meet funding criteria.
1. Consider creating an additional “innovation
district” (also known as a Municipal Innovation
District) to utilize tools available by the City.
Furthermore, consider priorities within the
corridor and establish criteria for increasing
funding levels for high-priority sites to offset
the costs of more stringent design standards.
A point-based system could be used for to
determine allocations. For example:
 Location: eligibility and funding availability
should be based on location in the corridor.
To support infill development in Town & Urban
Center areas, allocate more funding to sites
located inside these subareas.
 Scale: scale of the proposed investment should
be a determinant of the funding made available
to applicants. Size of the project in acres, or
square footage of building area, could define the
scale.
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Some land development regulations intended to create
the multi-modal environment described herein equate
to site development costs that could deter investment.
Incentives, on the other hand, should attract investment
by lowering those costs. The following are a few
incentives the City may consider to alleviate concerns
about new or more stringent regulations and stimulate
investment.

CASE STUDY: Charlotte’s TIG

Charlotte uses Tax Increment Grants (TIG)
as a public-private partnership tool to
advance economic growth and land use
planning goals. A TIG does not require the
establishment of a district, as generally
required by traditional Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) tools.
TIGs are provided on a reimbursement basis
only, and the project must demonstrate its
benefit to the general public. Examples of
reimbursable improvements through a TIG
include, but are not limited to, new public
infrastructure such as roads, streetscapes,
and parking decks. A TIG may also be
employed to assist in gap funding for
developments shown to achieve the City’s
goals and objectives (e.g., affordable and
workforce housing, job creation) but would
not be financially feasible without assistance
from the City.

French Broad River Metropolitan Planning Organization

2. Determine the types of assistance programs
 Reimbursement: Investments in infrastructure
that has a public benefit could be eligible for
reimbursement, provided the design standards
for comparable public facilities are met.

Potential on-site infrastructure for
reimbursement:
 Publicly accessible open space: park, plaza,
etc.
 Stormwater detention facilities serving
multiple sites
 On-site bus stops with shelters
 Parking
 Sidewalk connections
 Crosswalks at entrances, and medians with
refuges
 New shared driveway connections, and
existing driveway removal with consolidation
 Public and private street connections,
particularly those that create a crossaccess easement and parallel route to
Hendersonville Road

 Loans: Offer low- or no-interest construction
loans for sites in the corridor.
 Grants: Investigate the range of grants to be
made available. Examples include the following:

Façade and Landscape Grants
Encourage upgrades to sites that contribute to the
placemaking goals for the corridor, particularly with
the areas designated as “Town Center” and “Urban
Center,” with grants that reward applicants that
adhere to the design standards.

Land Use Incentive Grants
The City currently offers development grants to
help fund projects that are consistent with adopted
plans. Applications for sites within the corridor
could be prioritized over other eligible sites in the
City.

CASE STUDY: Tulsa’s Loan
Program

The Boxyard is one of several developments in Downtown Tulsa that
was enabled by the no-interest loan program

The City of Tulsa created a Downtown
Revolving Loan Fund to attract investment
within in a delineated geography: the Inter
Dispersal Loop (IDL). Qualifying applicants
can receive construction loans for zero
interest for a maximum of six years. To
qualify, the applicants must contribute to
the creation of the development pattern
envisioned for Downtown Tulsa.

Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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So, how do we move forward?
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Well, change is always difficult to initiate. This doesn’t mean that we have
to do everything at once. It does, however, mean that community leaders
will have to roll up their sleeves and do some hard work. The completion of
the plan marks the beginning of action.

Yet, the hard work is not done.
To keep this momentum going, continued engagement, open
transparency, and proactive involvement will be needed from all involved.
It will require champions and advocates to realize this vision. When
successful, Hendersonville Road will become an asset for the south
Asheville community, and an active street to live, work and play.

“The three great essentials to achieve
anything worthwhile are, first, hard
work; second, stick-to-itiveness; third,
common sense.”

—Thomas Edison
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Additional Community Feedback and Comment
The Hendersonville Corridor Study was submitted for review to the City of Asheville’s
Bicycle and Pedestrian Task Force, Multimodal Commission, Planning and Zoning
Commission as well as made publicly available at http://frenchbroadrivermpo.org/
hendersonville-road-corridor/ The specific website will change upon completion of the
project but will continue to be made available at frenchbroadrivermpo.org.
Comments:
For comments made about the intersection of Overlook Road and Hendersonville Road as
well as the multiuse path, please see Page 95 for full details. The concept image was
removed as it was not representative of the recommendations considered.
The Planing and Zoning commission noted that the horizontal maps were difficult to
orientate.

Last ammended September 1st, 2021 by
John Ridout
Regional Transportation Planner
john@landofsky.org
French Broad River MPO, a program of Land of Sky Regional Council

Submitted via email by Don Kostelec to the Bike/Ped Taskforce, June 2021
Hello - I would recommend against the Bicycle and Pedestrian Task Force endorsing the Hendersonville
Road study without some significant changes to the contents of it.
1. There are not crosswalks shown on all legs of the signalized intersections. This is NCDOT’s way to
promote “safety” while requiring pedestrians to cross additional legs. I’m guessing this would mean LOS
F for pedestrians based on signal timing plans prevalent at similar NCDOT intersections.
2. The recommendations for stamped concrete crosswalks are counter to what I’ve heard from people
who use wheelchairs, as these create bumps and jarring for those who have hip or spinal injuries.
3. I don’t see where it cites AASHTO’s bike guide where there needs to be vertical barriers, preferably
jersey barriers, to separate a sidepath from traffic when there is less than a 5-foot buffer from the top of
curb. NCDOT is signatory to this AASHTO document and loves to cloak itself in other AASHTO
guidelines and tell the public and elected officials they are “standards.” NCDOT engineers are listed in it
as being part of the guide’s development and approval. The after image shown below is one where the
proposed design does not comport with the AASHTO guidance. Imagine a child riding their bike in a
contraflow direction immediately adjacent to this high speed traffic on Hendersonville Road where
motorist level of service is a higher priority due to the dedicated right turn lane, which doesn’t exist
today. The 10’ pathway is an AASHTO minimum, yet I don’t see NCDOT accepting the AASHTO
minimum of 10’ travel lanes for arterials. Why the double-standard?
4. The study uses Property Damage Only crashes to justify change for motorist safety. PDOs account
for more than 1,000 of the 1,400 or so crashes. This is antithetical to Vision Zero efforts, which is
supposedly an NCDOT policy. Addressing reduction in PDO (i.e. motorist inconvenience crashes)
generally leads to less safe conditions for people who walk and bike. That right turn lane being added, as
I mentioned in #3, is how NCDOT reduces PDO crashes while exposing pedestrians to greater risk with a
wider crossing.
5. It should be noted that NCDOT should time signals to allow pedestrians to cross Hendersonville Road
in a single phase. NCDOT uses pedestrian refuge islands to set crosswalk signals to the absolute
minimum requirements to get them only to the median and forcing them to wait an entire additional
signal. I wrote about the myth of medians being a safety features because traffic engineers see it as a
way to maximize motorist LOS by stranding pedestrians in the median (link below). Language in the
study should say that NCDOT will not time signals as to strand pedestrians in these medians so they
can’t slip that in when signal are timed. If they force pedestrians to wait in the median an additional
cycle, this would make almost every intersection rate at LOS F for pedestrians.
6. According to the Highway Capacity Manual, 6’ sidewalks that lack a buffer from traffic results in a
reduction in the effective width of the sidewalk by 18 inches. When there is a retaining wall or other
vertical presence on the back side, it reduces the effective width by another 18 inches. This would mean
that 6’ sidewalks that lack a buffer and have a retaining wall have an effective width of only 3 feet. Again,
why does NCDOT want to do a substandard or absolute minimum sidewalk in these situations, when
examining what HCM says, while they never accept the AASHTO minimum for motorist lane widths at
10’.
It’s really discouraging that this project shows that active transportation infrastructure is just an
accessory to motorist level of service improvements on Hendersonville Road. The drawings show that
NCDOT just wants to slap sidewalks and a sidepath alongside it that doesn’t align with AASHTO design
guidance because motorist level of service is the priority.

MPO’s response to Mr. Kostelec
1: The current mapping is conceptual; it is not a full design document for construction. This should be
noted for all following questions as well. There is the capacity to further add legs for signalized
intersections in future discussions and actions. In some cases, the ambient land area might not have
connected pedestrian infrastructure and thus many of the marking matched existing infrastructure.
For example, Rock Hill Road has fragmented sidewalk access and thus crosswalks to non-existing
sideways was not provided.
2: The main concern of pavers/stamped concrete is the size, spacing and/or frequency of the joints.
Excessive number of joints (ie very small pavers, uneven pavers) or excessively large joints are the
concern. Both are variable in application and are both ADA compliant would be of use in the
application. The run of the joints and frequency of the joints would be noted. Current best practices are
to use pavers/stamps that have fewer and/or smaller joints. However, we are not going into the fine
construction details such as specific materials/treatments at this stage of the corridor study.
3: Initial response updated and corrected: A barrier was requested by NCDOT. Page 95 has been
amended July 2021, August 2021.
4: This is an incorrect take, or at least misunderstood assumption. This study does take into
consideration injury and severity of the crash into consideration for the changes. PDO crashes does
not excluded injury, as injury might not be reported at the time of the crash report, nor does it negate
the risk of a severe crash in the future or risky behavior or conditions. All crash data was considered in
the recommendations and applied in context. Not incorporating PDO would have suppressed crash
data as well as completely omitted any crashes from known locations with numerous crashes such as
Airport Road intersection but lack documented crashes that resulted in injury.
5: That is a good note on crossing times, but adding the median still reduces conflict points throughout
the corridor and would improve safety at other access points and crossings.
6: As in Question #3 (which is slightly inverse of the concerns), the MUP is requesting as wide of
pathway for multimodal users in areas of constraint, even if there might require an exception due to
the retrofit. There and will be areas along this corridor that due to the terrain, constrict the space
available. On the east-side we are keeping with the existing sidewalk network, but new additions are
not recommending the suggestions above as the base requirement although the report is
recommending that there is at least a 5’+ required sidewalk for all development as terrain
accommodates/constrains
Bicycle and Pedestrian Task Force endorsed the Hendersonville Road Corridor Study June 17th 2021

